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Structural neuroimaging of humans with typical and atypical sex-chromosome complements has established the marked influence of
both Yand X-/Y-chromosome dosage on total brain volume (TBV) and identified potential cortical substrates for the psychiatric pheno-
types associated with sex-chromosome aneuploidy (SCA). Here, in a cohort of 354 humans with varying karyotypes (XX, XY, XXX, XXY,
XYY, XXYY, XXXXY), we investigate sex and SCA effects on subcortical size and shape; focusing on the striatum, pallidum and thalamus.
We find large effect-size differences in the volume and shape of all three structures as a function of sex and SCA. We correct for TBV effects
with a novel allometric method harnessing normative scaling rules for subcortical size and shape in humans, which we derive here for the
first time. We show that all three subcortical volumes scale sublinearly with TBV among healthy humans, mirroring known relationships
between subcortical volume and TBV among species. Traditional TBV correction methods assume linear scaling and can therefore invert
or exaggerate sex and SCA effects on subcortical anatomy. Allometric analysis restricts sex-differences to: (1) greater pallidal volume (PV)
in males, and (2) relative caudate head expansion and ventral striatum contraction in females. Allometric analysis of SCA reveals that
supernumerary X- and Y-chromosomes both cause disproportionate reductions in PV, and coordinated deformations of striatopallidal
shape. Our study provides a novel understanding of sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical organization, using an
allometric approach that can be generalized to other basic and clinical structural neuroimaging settings.
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Introduction
Humans display replicable sex-differences in multiple domains of
behavior, cognition, and psychopathology (Meltzer et al., 2003; Rut-

ter et al., 2003; Roalf et al., 2014). Several of these domains are sub-
served by distributed neural systems involving both cortical and
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Significance Statement

Sex and sex-chromosome dosage (SCD) are known to modulate human brain size and cortical anatomy, but very little is known
regarding their impact on subcortical structures that work with the cortex to subserve a range of behaviors in health and disease.
Moreover, regional brain allometry (nonlinear scaling) poses largely unaddressed methodological and theoretical challenges for
such research. We build the first set of allometric norms for global and regional subcortical anatomy, and use these to dissect out
the complex, distributed and topologically organized patterns of areal contraction and expansion, which characterize sex and SCD
effects on subcortical anatomy. Our data inform basic research into the patterning of neuroanatomical variation, and the clinical
neuroscience of sex-chromosome aneuploidy.
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subcortical structures (Bradshaw and Sheppard, 2000; Grahn et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2013). Although advances in structural neuroimag-
ing have been leveraged to map sex-differences in human cortical
anatomy at high spatiotemporal resolution (Raznahan et al., 2010;
Escorial et al., 2015; Giedd et al., 2015), most studies of sex-
differences in subcortical anatomy have examined bulk volumes
rather than fine-mapping anatomical variation within each nucleus
(Sowell et al., 2002; Ostby et al., 2009; Brain Development Cooper-
ative Group, 2012; Rijpkema et al., 2012; Lentini et al., 2013; Wi-
erenga et al., 2014). Moreover, very little is known regarding the
potential influence of sex-specific biological factors, such as sex-
steroids or sex-chromosome dosage on human subcortical anat-
omy. Here, we use recently developed methods for analysis of
subcortical size and shape (Chakravarty et al., 2013) in a rare
neuroimaging cohort of humans with a range of sex-chromosome
dosages (Raznahan et al., 2016) to: (1) provide a detailed picture of
normative sex-differences in subcortical size and shape, and (2) to
test whether these sex-differences might reflect X- and/or Y-chr-
omosome dosage effects.

We focus on sex-chromosome dosage (SCD) as a potential
mechanistic contributor to phenotypic sex-differences because
disparity in X- and Y-chromosome dosage is the foundational
biological sex-difference that distinguishes all male and female
eutherian mammals (Hughes and Rozen, 2012). Moreover: (1)
studies in transgenic mice have established the presence of
gonad-independent SCD effects on both cortical and subcortical
anatomy (Corre et al., 2014; Raznahan et al., 2014), and (2) neu-
roimaging studies in human sex-chromosome aneuploidy (SCA)
have established that changes in X- and Y-chromosome count
can modify the anatomy of cortical regions with known subcor-
tical projections (Bryant et al., 2011, 2012; Hong et al., 2014;
Raznahan et al., 2016). To date however, it is not known whether
and how SCD influences subcortical morphology in humans.
Addressing these questions would both inform our mechanistic
understanding of normative sex-differences in subcortical orga-
nization, and identify potential subcortical substrates for the
cognitive-behavioral alterations that are associated with SCA
(Hong and Reiss, 2014).

Our study design integrates several methodological strengths
in its assessment of sex and SCD effects on subcortical anatomy.

First, we conduct a combined study of the striatum, pallidum,
and thalamus using multi-atlas methods that model variations in
both the bulk volume and local shape of each structure (Chakra-
varty et al., 2013; Raznahan et al., 2015). Second, we leverage
multiple karyotype groups (XX, XXX, XY, XXY, XYY, XXYY, and
XXXXY) to: (2) directly compare sex, X- and Y-chromosome
effects, and (2) conduct sensitivity analyses that examine the
same chromosome-dosage change across different gonadal con-
texts (e.g., a supernumerary X-chromosome in both XXX and
XXY).

Finally, we embed all our findings within an allometric frame-
work by using an independent sample of 70 typically developing
individuals to generate the first normative models of global and
local scaling of subcortical anatomy with overall brain size in
humans. Because brain regions can vary in their scaling relation-
ships with overall brain size (Toro et al., 2009), and sex and SCD
robustly alter overall brain size (Raznahan et al., 2016), allometric
norms are required to distinguish whether regionally specific ef-
fects of sex and SCD on brain anatomy arise as a consequence of
regional differences in scaling, or actually represent focal ana-
tomical deviations from the norm given overall brain size differ-
ences. To demonstrate the importance of allometry, we also
analyze sex and SCD effects on subcortical anatomy while con-
trolling for brain size using two “classical” methods that both
assume linear scaling: normalization of regional volumes by total
brain volume, and use of statistical models that include the linear
effects of total brain volume as a “nuisance” variable.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The core sample for this study included 284 individuals representing a
range of karyotypes: 87 XX, 97, XY, 38 XXY, 23 XXX, 19 XYY, 15 XXYY,
and 5 XXXXY. A non-overlapping sample of 70 typically developing
individuals (33 female and 37 male) aged 12–14 years was used to con-
struct normative allometric scaling laws for subcortical volume and
shape at the mean age of our core sample (Table 1).

Sex-chromosome aneuploidy groups were recruited through adver-
tisements via the NIH website and parent-support groups across North
America. To be included in the study, participants must have had an
X-/Y-aneuploidy and not ever had a head injury or condition that would
result in gross brain abnormalities. All participants with aneuploidy were

Table 1. Participant characteristics

Characteristic

Core sample

Sample for allometric analysesXX XY XXX XXY XYY XXYY XXXXY

Sample size 87 97 23 38 19 15 5 70 (33 female/37 male)
Age, years

Mean 12.75 12.94 12.98 14.15 13.56 14.98 12.85 13.04
SD 4.40 4.10 6.00 4.8 5.1 5.7 4.8 0.6
Range 5.16 –25.13 5.57–25.50 5.02–24.78 5.89 –25.97 6.45–23.05 5.07–22.96 7.66 –17.17 12.02–13.99

Mean IQ
Full-scale* 113.50 118.00 95.04 97.05 87.19 82.93 55.67 115.7 (12.7)
Verbal* 114.40 115.40 95.26 95.30 83.19 77.14 60.67 113.9 (12.5)
Performance* 111.80 115.60 95.57 99.22 94.38 92.93 56.00 113.7 (12.5)

SES
Mean* 53 73 42 56 59 46 69 35.5

Tanner stage �

1 19 16 5 9 6 5 2 2
2 10 16 3 6 2 2 1 8
3 17 28 6 9 6 2 1 25
4 25 16 5 6 3 5 1 29
5 13 15 4 7 2 1 0 2
Not known 3 6 4 1 0 0 1 4

*p � 0.01 for omnibus test of significant variation across groups in core sample.
�p � 0.03 for �2 test for nonrandom distribution of Tanner stage between sexes in allometric sample. Females in allometric sample show an expected pubertal advancement relative to males as reflected by the distribution of Tanner stages
by sex.
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non-mosaic. Typically developing participants were all singletons re-
cruited from the United States of America and enrolled in ongoing
longitudinal study of typical brain development (ClinicalTrials.gov iden-
tifier: NCT00001246, NIH Annual Report Number: ZIA MH002794-13)
(Giedd et al., 2015). Inclusionary criteria for healthy participants in-
cluded never having required special education services, taken psychiat-
ric medications, received mental health treatment, or having had any
medical condition impacting the nervous system.

Neuroimaging
All structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) brain scans were T1-
weighted images with contiguous 1.5 mm axial slices and obtained on the
same 1.5-T General Electric Signa scanner using a 3D spoiled-gradient
recalled-echo sequence with the following image acquisition parameters:
echo time, 5 ms; repetition time, 24 ms; flip angle, 45°; acquisition ma-
trix, 256 � 192; number of excitations, 1; and field-of-view, 24 cm.

Fully automated subcortical segmentation and surface extraction
was achieved using the previously described MAGeT Brain algorithm
(Chakravarty et al., 2013). To summarize the technique, 3D reconstruc-
tion of serial histologic data for the striatum, pallidum, and thalamus
were warped to an MRI-based template (Chakravarty et al., 2006). The
atlases were then customized to a subset of the dataset (30 randomly
selected subjects) using a nonlinear transformation estimated in a
region-of-interest defined around the subcortical structures. This set of
subjects then acts as a set of templates to which all other scans are warped.
This procedure provides thirty candidate subcortical segmentations for
each scan. The final segmentation is decided upon using a voxelwise
majority vote; that is, the label occurring most frequently at a specific
location is retained. These methods are reliable in comparisons against
“gold standard” manual definitions (Dice kappa � 0.86). A quality con-
trol image file is provided for each scan, allowing detailed visual inspec-
tion to rule out the presence of segmentation errors. All scans included in
these analyses passed quality control of raw scans and MAGeT Brain
segmentations for motion artifact and other confounders by two inde-
pendent raters who were blinded to subject karyotype.

To determine shape, surface-based representation of subcortical
structures defined on the input atlas were first estimated using the
marching cubes algorithm and then morphologically smoothed using the
AMIRA software package (Visage Imaging). Next, the nonlinear portions
of the 30 transformations mapping each subject to the 30 input templates
were concatenated and averaged across the template library to limit the
effects of noise and error and to increase precision and accuracy. These
surface based representations were warped to fit each template, and as in
the case of the segmentation, each of these surfaces was warped to match
each subject. This procedure yields 30 possible surface representations
per subject that are then merged by creating a new surface representation
of the striatum/thalamus or pallidum but estimating the median coordi-
nate representation at each location. At this point, one-third of the sur-
face of each triangle is assigned to each vertex within the triangle. The
surface area value stored at each vertex is the sum of all such assignments
from all connected triangles. Finally, surface-area values were blurred
with a surface based diffusion-smoothing kernel (5 and 3 mm for the
striatum/thalamus and pallidum, respectively). The measures of interest
generated by this processing stream for each scan were total volume
estimates for left and right striatum, pallidum, and thalamus (summed to
provide a single estimate of total bilateral volume for each structure) and
surface area at a total of 21,156 vertices across all structures (striatum,
6450 left/ 6178 right; pallidum, 1266 left/1138 right; thalamus, 3016 left/
3108 right). To derive measures of total brain tissue volume (TBV; total
gray matter volume � total white matter volume) for allometric analyses,
we submitted all scans to the previously described CIVET pipeline (Ad-
Dab’bagh et al., 2006) for automated morphometric analysis.

Statistical analyses
Participant characteristics. Continuous (e.g., age at scan) and categorical
(e.g., Tanner stage) characteristics were compared across karyotype
groups in our core sample and across sex in our non-overlapping sample
of typically developing participants using omnibus ANOVA F tests and
� 2 tests, respectively.

Sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical volume. We calcu-
lated mean striatal volume (SV), thalamic volume (TV), and pallidal
volume (PV) for each karyotype group within our core sample. For each
structure, karyotype effects on volume were first quantified using omni-
bus F tests. For structures showing a significant omnibus effect of group,
follow-up post hoc pairwise t tests were used to clarify the pattern of
volumetric group-differences. We explicitly tested for, and ruled out,
significant interactions between: (1) X-aneuploidy status (no aneuploidy
vs supernumerary X) and gonadal sex (male vs female), and (2) X-and
Y-aneuploidy status, using linear models in relevant subsets of our sam-
ple [(XY, XXY, XX, XXX), and (XY, XXY, XYY, XXYY) respectively]. To
facilitate comparison across structures, mean structure volumes (�95%
CI) were plotted by karyotype group as effect-size deviations relative to
volume distributions in typically developing males (see Fig. 2; XY and
XXX) or females (see Fig. 2; XX, XXY, XYY, and XXYY).

Allometry of subcortical volumes. We used an independent sample of 70
typically developing individuals to calculate normative allometric rela-
tionships between TBV and the volume of each subcortical structure. For
each subcortical structure, normative scaling laws were estimated using
the following equation (using TV as an example):

log10 (Bilateral Thalamic Volume) � �0(Intercept)

� �1(log10(TBV)). (1)

Here, �1 provides the estimated scaling coefficient linking variation in
TV to variation in TBV. A �1 value of 1 indicates linear scaling (i.e.,
proportional TV remains unchanged with variations in brain size), with
�1 values �1 indicating hypoallometric scaling (i.e., proportional tha-
lamic volume becomes smaller with increasing brain size), and �1 values
�1 indicating hyperallometric scaling (i.e., proportional TV becomes
larger with increasing brain size). For all three structures examined,
Equation 1 was run after first establishing the absence of significant in-
teractions between sex and log10(TBV) in predicting structure volume.
For the pallidum, sex was retained as a main effect given evidence for a
TBV-invariant increase in mean PV among males relative to females.
Next, having estimated these normative scaling laws for each subcortical
structure, we tested whether the subcortical volumes observed in each
karyotype group within our core sample: (1) fell within the range pre-
dicted by the observed change in TBV given normative brain allometry,
or (2) represented a statistically significant disruption of the normative
relationship between structure volume and TBV (see Fig. 2). A significant
deviation from allometric expectations was operationalized as a lack of
overlap between the 95% confidence intervals for the observed and pre-
dicted mean structure volume in each karyotype group. As a comparison
for these allometric analyses, we also modeled sex and sex-chromosome
effects on subcortical volume using the two traditional (non-allometric)
approaches to accounting for brain size when studying regional brain
volumes: expressing regional volumes as a ratio of TBV, and including
the linear effect of TBV as a covariate in regression analyses.

Sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical shape. We esti-
mated normative sex-differences in subcortical shape between the XX
and XY participants in our core sample, by modeling local area at all
subcortical vertices using the following equation:

Vertex Area � �0(Intercept) � �1(Age � Mean_Age) � �2(Sex).

(2)

Regions showing significant sex-differences in subcortical shape were
visualized by projecting vertex-wise �2 coefficients onto exemplar sub-
cortical surfaces after applying a false discovery rate (FDR) correction for
multiple comparisons (Genovese et al., 2002) with q (the expected pro-
portion of falsely rejected null hypotheses) set at 0.05. Equation (2) was
applied at all vertices after first testing for and ruling out statistically
significant interactions between age and sex in predicting vertex area.

To provide an independent yet complementary view of sex-differences
in subcortical shape that accounts for sex-differences in the overall size of
each structure, we ran the following vertex-wise analysis within our non-
overlapping allometric sample of typically developing controls (using the
striatum as an example):
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log10(Vertex Area) � �0(Intercept) � �1

� (log10 (Total Bilateral Striatal Surface Area) � �2(Sex). (3)

The �2 coefficient was visualized after correction for multiple compari-
sons, and identified regional sex-differences in subcortical shape that
exist above and beyond sex-differences on overall subcortical size.

Next, to map the areal sensitivity of subcortical shape to sex-chromosome
dosage effects we defined groups of vertices that shared a common pattern of
areal response to the variations in X- and Y-chromosome dosage represented
in our sample. To achieve this, we first re-expressed mean vertex-wise surface
area (SA) measures in each SCA group as effect-size deviations from SA
distributions at homologous vertices in the appropriate gonadally matched
control group (i.e., XXX mean against the XX distribution/XXY, XYY,
XXYY, and XXXXY means against the XY distribution). These steps resulted
in a matrix of 21156 rows (all subcortical vertices) and 5 columns (effect-size
for SA in each SCA group vs its gonadal control). This matrix was then
submitted to a k-means partitioning algorithm [“kmeans” function in the R
language and environment for statistical computing (Cahill, 2006); with
iter.max and nstart set at 100], and an optimal four-cluster solution was
indicated by visual inspection of a scree-plot charting reduction in the mean
within-partition sums of squares against increasing partition number.
Vertex-wise cluster designations according to this four-class solution were
visualized on exemplar subcortical surfaces using color codes. A �2 analysis
was used to quantitatively describe the nonrandom distribution of clusters
across subcortical nuclei.

The above approach was adopted to provide an integrated picture
of SCA effects on subcortical anatomy. Supplementary vertex-wise
group contrasts between each SCA and their gonadal control (using
an identical approach to that detailed in Eq. 2 above) identified sta-
tistically significant effects of each separate SCA on regional cortical
anatomy that corroborated the integrated summary provided by
k-means analysis.

Allometry of subcortical shape. The same independent sample of 70
typically developing controls used to model normative allometry of sub-
cortical volume was used to estimate structure-specific allometric scaling
laws for all four subcortical partitions defined by k-means analysis above.
These normative scaling laws were estimated in a stepwise manner for
each unique cluster-structure pairing. We first tested for significant sex-
differences in normative allometry using the following equation:

log10(K Cluster Area) � Intercept � �1

� (log10(Total Bilateral Surface Area)) � �2(Sex)

� �3(Sex � log10 (Total Bilateral Surface Area)). (4)

For cluster–structure pairings where the �3 terms failed to reach statisti-
cal significance, we stepped-down to the following equations, depending

on the presence/absence (Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively) of a statistically
significant main effect of sex:

log10(K Cluster Area) � Intercept � �1

� (log10(Total Bilateral Surface Area)) � �2(Sex), (5)

log10(K Cluster Area) � Intercept � �1

� (log10(Total Bilateral Surface Area)). (6)

Finally, in a manner analogous to that used for subcortical volumes, we
assessed whether observed cluster areas in each SCA group were congru-
ent with what would be expected given the observed change in the overall
size (total bilateral surface area) of each subcortical structure, and the
cluster-specific allometric relationships defined above.

Tests for effects of demographic, pubertal and cognitive factors. For all
analyses of sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical anatomy
within our core sample, we ran additional models that confirmed robust-
ness of our findings to inclusion of socioeconomic status (SES) as a
covariate. We did not covary for IQ in analyses of sex-chromosome
aneuploidy effects because: (1) IQ reductions are central to the sex-
chromosome aneuploidy phenotype, and (2) inclusion of IQ as a nui-
sance variable in regression analyses assumes the presence of a linear
relationship between IQ and brain anatomy that is invariant across
karyotype groups.

Within our non-overlapping normative sample, we ran additional
models that confirmed the robustness of all reported sex-differences in
subcortical allometry to inclusion of Tanner stage, IQ, and SES as
covariates.

Results
Sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical
volumes
Mean SV, PV and TV each differed significantly across karyotype
groups, as did TBV (Fig. 1). Relative to karyotypically normal fe-
males, karyotypically normal males showed increased TBV in addi-
tion to increased SV, PV, and TV. The effects-size for male–female
differences in TBV was greater than the effect sizes for male–female
differences in all three subcortical volumes (Fig. 2). Sex-chr-
omosome aneuploidies in both males and females were associated
with large-effect size reductions in total brain, SV, PV, and TV (Figs.
2), with the sole exception of the XYY karyotype which only resulted
in a statistically significant reduction of TV and PV relative to XY
males. Across all SCAs, effect sizes for absolute PV volume loss out-
stripped those seen in the striatum and thalamus. Supplementary
analyses established that the effects of X-chromosome aneuploidy

Figure 1. Indices of global and subcortical brain anatomy in each karyotype with post hoc pairwise comparisons for each karyotype pair. Group mean values, estimates of error, and omnibus test
statistics for each anatomical metric were determined using �1 coefficients from the following model: anatomy � intercept � �1(group). Color bar encodes level of statistical significance for the
cross-tabulated post hoc pairwise comparisons.
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were not modified by gonadal sex (p values for global and regional
anatomy were all �0.6 for the interaction between X-chromosome
supernumeracy and sex using the XX, XXX, XY, XXY participant
subset), or Y-chromosome aneuploidy (p values for global and re-
gional anatomy contrasts were all �0.2 for the interaction between
X- and Y-chromosome supernumeracy using the XY, XXY, XYY,
XXYY subset).

Allometry of subcortical volumes
Our models of normative allometry revealed that SV, PV, and TV
all show hypoallometric scaling with TBV in health (Table 2)
meaning that across individuals, larger brains have proportion-
ally smaller subcortical volumes than smaller brains. The magni-
tude of this hypoallometric scaling was significantly more
marked for PV volume versus TV and SV. None of the three
structures studied showed sexually dimorphic scaling with TBV,
although males showed a statistically significant “offset” (in-
crease) in PV volume relative to females, which was consistent
across a range of brain volumes.

Comparison of observed subcortical volumes in SCA relative
to the predictions of normative brain allometry (Fig. 2) indicated
that: (1) the extent of PV volume reduction in all SCAs signifi-
cantly outstripped what would be predicted from changes in
brain size alone, and (2) SV and TV reductions showed a trend
toward being disproportionately large in XYY (thalamus), XXYY
(thalamus and striatum), and XXXXY (thalamus and striatum)
groups relative to observed changes in TBV.

In keeping with our observation that the volume of all three
subcortical structures studied scaled in a nonlinear fashion with
TBV, we found that classical methods of “controlling for” TBV
differences, which both assume linear scaling between regional
volumes and TBV, conflated the effects of nonlinear scaling with
the effects of sex and SCA on subcortical anatomy (Table 3).

Sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical shape
Vertex-wise analyses of sex-differences in local subcortical sur-
face area indicated that the subcortical volumetric increases ob-
served in karyotypically normal males relative to females were not
associated with even areal expansion throughout each subcortical
structure studied (Fig. 3A). A set of bilaterally symmetric subcor-
tical regions failed to show significant areal expansion in males
relative to females, including rostromedial facets of the caudate
body, the rostral putamen, rostral pallidum, and both paraven-

Figure 2. Total brain, thalamic, pallidal, and striatal volumes across sex-chromosome karyotype groups. Top, TBV, SV, TV, and PV in karyotype groups expressed as mean (�95% CI) effect-size
deviations according to observed distribution in males and females. The contrast between karyotypically normal males and females is included in both panels to allow easy comparison of sex and
sex-chromosome effects within each gonadal context. Bottom, Subcortical volume findings in our core sample in the context of normal brain allometry. Gray points and fit-lines (see Table 2 for
associated coefficients) show the log–log relationship between TBV and each subcortical volume in an independent sample of typically developing males an females. Superimposed points show
observed distributions of SV, TV, and PV at mean TBV for each karyotype groups within our core sample (groups color-coded).

Table 2. Allometry of subcortical volume in health

Structure

Normative scaling coefficients

Allometric coefficient (�95% CI) Male intercept offset (�95% CI)

Striatum 0.74 (�0.188)** —
Pallidum 0.37 (�0.2231)*** 0.022 (�0.019)*
Thalamus 0.77 (�0.119)*** —

Normative allometric coefficients, male-related intercept offsets and associated p values for the scaling of each
subcortical nucleus volume with TBV as significantly different from 1.

***p � 0.001, **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05.

Table 3. Comparing different methods of controlling for brain size in analysis of
subcortical volume

vs XX vs XY

XY XXX XXY XYY XXYY XXXXY

Striatum
Normalization 2 — — — — —
Covarying — 2 — — 2 —
Allometry — — — — — —

Thalamus
Normalization 2 — — 2 — —
Covarying — — — 2 2 2
Allometry — — — — — —

Pallidum
Normalization 2 2 2 2 2 2
Covarying 1 2 2 2 2 2
Allometry 1 2 2 2 2 2

Subcortical volumes were compared between each SCA group and their “gonadal control” using three different
methods to control for total brain size variation: normalizing by total brain volume, covarying by total brain volume,
and using our new allometric framework.

Arrows indicate presence and direction of statistically significant group difference in the volume of each structure at
p � 0.05.
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tricular and dorsal facets of the thalamus. Conversely, regions of
statistically significant subcortical areal expansion in males rela-
tive to females were not homogeneous in the observed magnitude
of areal sex-differences: notable “hotspots” of areal expansion in
males versus females included the ventral striatum and dorso-
caudal putamen, dorsal pallidum, and ventral thalamus. Reana-
lyzing sex-differences in subcortical shape while accounting for
sex-differences in subcortical size within our non-overlapping
sample of typically developing controls (Fig. 3B) identified: (1)
regions of relative areal expansion in males that overlapped with
several hotspots where absolute subcortical area was most dra-
matically increased in males versus females within our core sam-
ple, and (2) regions of relative areal expansion in females that
overlapped with areas where absolute surface area did not differ
between males and females in our core sample despite significant
sex-differences in overall subcortical size.

The k-means partitioning algorithm used to map sex-chro-
mosome effects on subcortical shape identified four spatially
distributed yet bilaterally symmetric subcortical domains with
different anatomical responses to changes in X- and Y-chro-
mosome dosage (Fig. 4A,B). The “blue cluster,” spanning the
caudate tail and dorsal thalamus, exhibited significant areal ex-
pansion in SCA groups relative to their gonadally matched con-
trols. In contrast, the “cyan cluster,” spanning the caudate body,
nucleus accumbens, and ventromedial thalamus, showed a
smaller and less consistent areal response to changes in X- and
Y-chromosome dosage across groups. All remaining subcortical
regions fell within yellow and red clusters. Both these clusters
showed robust areal contraction in all sex-chromosome aneu-
ploidy groups relative to gonadal controls, but these reductions
were most pronounced within the red cluster, which encom-
passed rostroventral regions of the striatum, neighboring facets

Figure 3. Normative sex-differences in striatal, pallidal, and thalamic shape. A, Colored regions denote significant areal expansion in males relative to females after FDR correction for multiple
comparisons. Warmer colors denote more pronounced areal expansion in males. Gray regions denote regions of statistical areal equivalence between males and females. There were no regions of
significant areal contraction in males relative to females. B, Normative sex-differences accounting for allometry of global effects. Colors denote regions with significant sex-differences in surface area
in each structure after accounting for the nonlinear effects of overall structure size (after FDR correction for multiple comparisons; red: M�F; blue: F�M).
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of the pallidum and the lateral thalamus. These four clusters were
not evenly distributed across all three subcortical structures: the
blue cluster was relatively enriched in the striatum and com-
pletely absent from the pallidum; the cyan cluster was enriched in
the striatum and thalamus but underrepresented in the pallidum;
whereas the yellow and red cluster were relatively enriched within
the thalamus and pallidum (Table 4).

Allometry of subcortical shape
Given the significant effects of sex and SCA on the overall size of
each subcortical structure (Fig. 1), the regionally specific effects

of these factors on subcortical shape (Fig. 4) could potentially be
wholly reflective of regional differences in the normative allom-
etry of each subcortical nucleus. To examine this possibility, we
constructed normative scaling laws to describe how the relative
size of each k-means cluster varied with the total size of each
subcortical structure in health (Fig. 5). Comparison of the ob-
served effects of SCA on regional subcortical area with regional
areal changes predicted from normative allometry revealed that
only a subset of regional SCA effects on subcortical shape re-
flected unexpected deviations from what would be predicted by
normative allometry alone: XXX, XXY, XXYY, and XXXXY ef-
fects on the area of blue and red domains within the striatum and
thalamus.

Our models of normative allometry within each k-means clus-
ter also pointed toward regionally heterogeneous scaling of sub-
cortical shape in health (Table 5). For example, blue and cyan
clusters within the striatum and thalamus all showed dispropor-
tionate areal expansion with increasing structure size. In contrast,
red clusters in the striatum and thalamus became proportionally
smaller with increasing structure size. We also noted that norma-

Figure 4. Sex-chromosome dosage effects on striatal, pallidal and thalamic shape. A, Vertex-wise maps vertex color distinguishes four spatially distributed subcortical domains with differing
patterns of shape-change in response to sex-chromosome aneuploidy. Blue domains are regions that show areal expansion in all SCA groups relative to their respective gonadal control groups. The
cyan domain shows smaller and less consistent areal changes with SCA. Remaining subcortical facets fall into a yellow domain of intermediate areal contraction with SCA or a red domain of more
marked areal contraction with SCA. B, The mean area of each color-coded domain in each SCA group; expressed as a SD relative to distribution of domain area in that SCAs respective “gonadal control”
group.

Table 4. Standardized residuals for the difference between observed and expected
vertex counts in each unique structure– cluster pairing

Structure

Cluster

Blue Cyan Yellow Red

Striatum 8.34 15.01 	8.14 	9.39
Pallidum 	17.54 	22.83 	0.57 29.62
Thalamus 3.25 	0.79 9.2 	10.57

The striatum is enriched for blue and cyan clusters, the thalamus for blue and yellow, and the pallidum for red.
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tive scaling relationships within cyan and red clusters of the thal-
amus were sexually dimorphic such that the observed deviations
from isometric scaling within these regions were less pronounced
in males than females. Finally, our sample of typically developing
males and females showed baseline differences in the propor-
tional size of each cluster within the striatum: blue and cyan
clusters were relatively smaller in males than females across all
striatal sizes, whereas yellow and red clusters were proportionally
larger in males.

Discussion
Sex and sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical
volume
Our findings replicate previous reports that typically developing
males show greater mean TBV, SV, PV, and TV than females

(Ostby et al., 2009; Brain Development Cooperative Group,
2012), and further establish that the effect-size magnitude of
these volume differences is greatest for TBV, intermediate for TV
and PV, and least for SV.

Supernumerary sex-chromosomes were associated with sub-
cortical volume reductions. This observation contrasts with the
divergent supernumerary X- and Y-chromosome effects on cor-
tical volume (Raznahan et al., 2016), and suggests that normative
sex-differences in subcortical volumes are unlikely due to differ-
ential sex-chromosome complement. Furthermore, the profile of
TBV, SV, PV, and TV change seen with X- or Y-chromosome
supernumeracy does not recapitulate the profile of volume dif-
ferences seen across these structures between typically developing
males and females.

Allometry of subcortical volumes
Our study demonstrates how neglecting normative brain
allometry distorts conclusions regarding sex and sex-
chromosome effects on subcortical volumes. Our allometric
analysis of sex-differences in subcortical volumes concludes
that: (1) the striatum and thalamus are proportionally smaller
in males due to sex-differences in TBV alone, but (2) PV is
proportionally larger in males regardless of TBV. In contrast,
analysis of our data using two classical “corrections” for TBV
effects, which both fail to account for nonlinear relationships
between subcortical volumes and TBV, concludes that male
sex imparts smaller SV, TV, and PV (normalization by TBV),
or smaller SV and TV, alongside larger PV (covarying for
TBV). Our analyses using these classical corrections recapitu-
late previous findings of normative sex-differences in subcor-
tical volumes using normalization by or covariation for TBV
(Ahsan et al., 2007; Rijpkema et al., 2012).

Our allometrically informed analysis of SCA effects on sub-
cortical volumes highlights the special vulnerability of PV to su-
pernumerary sex-chromosome dosage (Table 3). Speculatively,
this vulnerability could reflect the sensitivity of pallidal neurons
to oxidative stress (Johnston, 2001), given that aneuploidy states

Figure 5. Regional allometry of subcortical shape by k-mean clusters. These scatterplots display observed distributions of regional k-mean group SA relative to total SA of its respective nucleus
for all karyotypes within our core sample (color-coded), relative to scaling relationships observed in an independent sample of typically developing controls (sex-shape coded) with annotations for
sex-effect in intercept and slope.

Table 5. Scaling of regional subcortical area with overall structure size in health

Cluster

Structure

Allometric coefficient
(�95% CI)

Male intercept offset
(�95% CI)

Male slope
(�95% CI)

Striatum
Blue 1.53 (�0.224)*** 	0.02 (�0.014)** —
Cyan 1.38 (�0.139)*** 	0.02 (�0.008)*** —
Yellow 0.77 (�0.071)*** 0.01 (�0.004)*** —
Red 0.79 (�0.107)*** 0.01 (�0.007)** —

GP
Blue — — —
Cyan 1.17 (�0.382) — —
Yellow 0.95 (�0.072) — —
Red 1.03 (�0.040) — —

Thalamus
Blue 1.24 (�0.456) — —
Cyan 1.27 (�0.224)* — 0.85 (�0.370)*
Yellow 0.98 (�0.153) — —
Red 0.78 (�0.142)** — 1.09 (�0.233)*

Allometric coefficients for each unique structure– cluster pairing show how regional surface areas change with the
overall size of each subcortical structure. Additional coefficients are provided for clusters that show a statistically
significant fixed male intercept offset (�95% CI) or allometrically varying male slope (�95% CI) sex-difference in
size.

*p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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are known to modify the expression of genes related to oxidative
stress (Sheltzer et al., 2012).

Our allometric analyses also establish for the first time that SV,
PV, and TV all scale sublinearly with TBV in humans. This fea-
ture of brain scaling in health aligns with established sublinear
scaling of the putamen and diencephalon with increasing TBV
across diverse species (Finlay and Darlington, 1995). Thus, both
within humans and across species, the disproportionate expan-
sion of cortical volume with greater TBV (Finlay and Darlington,
1995; Raznahan et al., 2016) does not require commensurate
increases in subcortical volume.

Sex and sex-chromosome effects on local subcortical anatomy
Our vertex-wise analyses show that greater SV, TV, and PV in
males relative to females is not associated with evenly distributed
sex-differences in subcortical surface area. Specifically, subcorti-
cal regions of areal sex-equivalence include the caudate head,
ventral putamen, neighboring rostral facets of the lateral and
medial pallidum, and dorsomedial regions of the thalamus;
whereas, regions of prominent areal expansion in males include
the ventral striatum, the mid-tail of the caudate, dorsal putamen
and pallidum, as well as rostral and ventral facets of the thalamus.
Notably, striato-thalamic regions that are statistically indistin-
guishable between males and females share functional associa-
tions with orbitofrontal and lateral prefrontal cortices; whereas,
regions of pronounced areal increase in males versus females
show strongest functional connectivity with cingulo-opercular
and motor cortices (Choi et al., 2012; Greene et al., 2014).

Our study also demonstrates regionally specific supernumer-
ary sex-chromosome dosage effects on subcortical shape. Using a
data-driven method, we distinguish four subcortical domains
with differing responses to SCA. Without any a priori constraints,
the subcortical domains detected by our method: (1) show strik-
ing bilateral symmetry, (2) integrate neighboring facets across
different structures (e.g., blue domains in caudate tail and dorsal
thalamus; Fig. 3), and (3) define a ventrodorsal gradient of sex-
chromosome dose effects on striatal and thalamic surface area
that recapitulates a major topographic axis of corticostriato-
thalamic connectivity (Voorn et al., 2004; Draganski et al., 2008;
Choi et al., 2012).

X- and Y-chromosome dose have similar areal effects to each
other within blue, yellow, and red subcortical domains, with
greater sex-chromosome dose imparting greater anatomical
changes. Thus, in keeping with our previous study of cortical
anatomy in SCA (Raznahan et al., 2016), the present study iden-
tifies convergent X- and Y-chromosome effects on regional sub-
cortical anatomy. Our data hint at a possible alignment between
the spatial patterning of SCA effects on cortical and subcortical
anatomy. For example, available maps of functional connectivity
between the human caudate and cortex (Choi et al., 2012; Greene
et al., 2014) pair subcortical and cortical regions which we find
have shared anatomical vulnerability (anterior cingulate, caudate
head) or resilience (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, caudate body)
to SCA effects. Coherence between the spatial patterning of SCA
effects within and between cortical and subcortical structures
provides a candidate systems-level framework for investigating
the functional anatomy of documented changes in motor devel-
opment, language, attention, and mood that can accompany SCA
(Tartaglia et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2012; Blumenthal et al., 2013;
Hong and Reiss, 2014).

Allometry of subcortical shape
Our study demonstrates that regional subcortical allometry in
health provides a critical context for the study of SCA effects on
subcortical shape; e.g., only through allometric analysis does it
emerge that X- and Y-chromosome supernumeracy preserves
pallidal shape (despite dramatically reducing PV), while distort-
ing striatal and thalamic shape. Intriguingly, these distortions
counter the shape changes predicted by SCA effects on SV and TV
assuming normative brain allometry. Hyperallometric blue do-
mains, which should show disproportionate areal contraction as
SV and TV reduce with mounting sex-chromosome dose,
actually show an increase in their absolute size. Conversely, hy-
poallometric red domains, which should show the least areal
contraction with reducing SV and TV, are actually the subcor-
tical regions that show the greatest areal loss with mounting
sex-chromosome dose. Thus, allometric analysis indicates
that SCA actively “erases” the regional growth patterns that
regulate normative relationships between striato-thalamic
shape and brain size.

Although our study analyzes the normative allometry of sub-
cortical shape using a parcellation defined by SCA effects, these
analyses yield insights into the organization of subcortical shape
in health. First, they show that the striatum and thalamus change
their shape with increasing size, while the pallidum does not.
With increasing nucleus size, the caudate body/tail and the dorsal
thalamus become proportionately larger, whereas the putamen
and lateroventral facets of the thalamus become proportionately
smaller. Size-related variations in subcortical shape point toward
local differences in the regulation of subcortical growth. A prior-
ity for future work will be testing whether regional differences in
subcortical allometry correspond to candidate anatomical (e.g.,
proximity of hyperallometric regions to fluid-filled ventricles;
Duvernoy, 1999), and/or connectivity-based (e.g., a topographi-
cal mirroring in the subcortex of regional differences in cortical
expansion; Hill et al., 2010) regulators of subcortical growth.

Our analyses of normative subcortical allometry hint that sex
could potentially influence normative relationships between
TBV and shape; e.g., cyan and red domains of the thalamus show
allometric scaling with thalamic size in females (hyper- and hy-
poallometric, respectively) but isometric scaling in males. Con-
firming the existence of such sexually distinct investments in
regional brain growth in humans, would carry potential func-
tional and/or clinical implications (Cahill, 2006), and recom-
mend new analytic approaches for identifying sex-differences in
human brain organization. Replication of these allometric anal-
yses in large longitudinal samples will be needed to test whether
Tanner stage and/or chronological age influence normative scal-
ing within the brain. Delineating, and potentially dissociating,
the effects of Tanner stage and chronological age has significant
theoretical and methodological consequences. For example, if
Tanner stage were found to exert age-independent effects on
brain shape, then future developmental neuroimaging studies
would require methodologies that can factor-out, or explicitly
model the effects of pubertal progression.

Limitations and future directions
Our findings should be considered in light of certain study limi-
tations. First, our cross-sectional study cannot model how age
might alter sex, sex-chromosome dosage, and TBV effects on
subcortical anatomy. The rarity of SCAs is a challenge for accrual
of cohorts needed for longitudinal analyses. Second, it will be
important to assess in future work whether gonadal steroids con-
tribute to regional variation in male–female scaling differences
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(e.g., via regional accentuations in sex-steroid biosynthesis such
as those reported in the medial dorsal thalamic nucleus; Biegon et
al., 2010). Third, the cellular bases for our neuroimaging resu-
lts remain unclear. Given the divergent gene content of human
X- and Y-chromosomes, convergent supernumerary X- and
Y-chromosome effects on subcortical anatomy must reflect: (1)
increased dose of homologous X–Y gene pairs (Otto et al., 2011;
Bellott et al., 2014), or (2) increased nuclear chromatin dosage.
Direct gene-expression studies will be required to test these
hypotheses and the degree to which sex-chromosome dosage
variation in aneuploidy fully recapitulates the effects of varying
sex-chromosome dosage between karyotypically normal males
and females. Fourth, future studies will be required to test
whether the focal variations in subcortical anatomy that we link
to sex, sex-chromosome dosage, and normative variation in brain
size are associated with cognitive– behavioral variations.

These limitations notwithstanding, our study: (1) provides a
refined understanding of normative sex-differences in human
subcortical organization, (2) identifies subcortical systems dis-
tinctly vulnerable to SCA, and (3) demonstrates the necessity of
considering normative allometry when evaluating neuroanat-
omy in health and disease.
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